Sustainability is our touchstone -- Building a sustainable future from the ground up.

WHAT WE DO

Our world is in urgent need of new leadership, innovative thinking, and action-oriented people who can work together to effectively build a more sustainable world. The Stone Soup Leadership Institute's TouchStone Leaders Platform lights the way for a sustainable future.

Awareness
Youth experience first-hand, our ocean's fragility with Sustainable Field Trips. Multicultural youth and faculty explore ways to engage all people in sustainability projects that reduce social injustice and honor cultural diversity.

Education
The Institute's Educational Curriculum uses inspirational humanitarian stories to teach values: empathy & authenticity and inspire youth to find their moral compass, a true north as they navigate important decisions for their life, their community and the world.

Leadership
At the Institute's Sustainability Summits, youth learn best practices and innovative models to solve sustainable issues in their communities and our world. Youth become representatives of their communities. They make effective presentations: artistically, speaking through video and social media.

Vision
Youth use the Institute's Life Planning Tools to envision their lives, and plan for their future. They are inspired by other youth who have overcome obstacles and are changing their lives and their world. They see themselves as part of the solution.

Initiative
During the Institute's Fellowship Programs, youth learn to take initiative in their lives. They design Sustainability-In-Action Projects, develop action plans, troubleshoot challenges and develop strategies to engage others. They learn from emerging leaders with can-do spirit & make-it-happen energy.

Connect
Youth are matched with mentors from Blue/Green companies that lead to internships and jobs. The Institute's Sustainable Leadership Metrics measures 21st Century skills: Adaptability, Communication, Critical-thinking, Conflict-Resolution, Teamwork, Project Management, and Problem Solving.

THE INSTITUTE’S MISSION

The Stone Soup Leadership Institute develops educational tools, trainings and initiatives to empower young people and their communities to work together to build the blue/green pipeline for a sustainable workforce & economy. The Institute's TouchStone Leaders Platform's Life Planning Tools: Dream Map™ is an online framework for individualized learning, self-directed careers for 21st century workforce development, especially blue/green jobs. It is the window where global users access our educational tools, courses, trainings, mentors, resources so they can transform their lives, communities and world.
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